American College of Radiology: ACR 2015 Annual Conference
Situation	The American College of Radiology (ACR) is a non-profit organization based in Reston,
Virginia that was founded to advance the interests of radiologists and medical imaging
professionals across the country. It provides its 36,000 members educational resources
and programs, quality and safety certification programs, advocacy and policy support,
and socio-economic benefits for the radiology practice.
		After selecting TDC as a marketing partner to enhance its ability to recruit new members
and spur greater engagement with its programs, ACR looked to us to be a key source
for conceptual and creative development of materials for its first annual meeting in May
of 2015. The meeting—ACR 2015—is a critically important event for ACR. In addition
to being the inaugural conference of members and associated stakeholders for the
organization, ACR 2015 is a prime opportunity for ACR to strengthen its standing in the
radiology community as the field’s preeminent advocacy, education, and leadership
development voice. For the event, ACR assigned us to develop brand assets that would
help reflect these qualities and be sustainable for annual meetings beyond 2015 as well.
Solution	We conducted desktop research and benchmarking reviews of marketing materials
developed by other competitive associations for their annual meetings and events.
From our observations, we saw a significant opportunity for ACR to establish a
brand identity for ACR annual conference that was more impactful than those of
competitive events. To capitalize on this, we created 1) a distinctive conference
logo; 2) an annual conference theme/tagline that encapsulated the importance of
the meeting; 3) a series of print ads and other marketing tactics to spur interest
and encourage registration; and 4) assorted collateral support materials such as an
exhibitor’s prospectus, conference brochure, and more.
Result	The print campaigns and materials attracted considerable attention among ACR
members and radiologists nationwide. This has led to hundreds of registrations for the
meeting and an even greater opportunity for ACR to further enhance its influence and
thought leadership in the field.

• identity + tagline
• conference identity
standards guide

Research Modes Used:
Stakeholder Interviews
Competitive Research
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• teaser print advertising

• print advertising
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ACR 2015 | May 17–21, 2015 | Marriott Wardman Park Hotel | Washington, D.C.
Engage in over 100 concurrent sessions offering the best
clinical and leadership education in one convenient setting

Lend your voice to high-level meetings on Capitol Hill
with influential legislators and policy regulators

Join your colleagues and top radiology leaders in
discussions on economics and health policy

Participate in open mic discussions on College policy
and practice parameters

Dive deeper into IMAGING 3.0™ economics and
practice quality improvement

Learn innovative new quality measures that will improve
practice quality and patient care

Witness the pomp of the ACR Convocation Ceremony
and Gold Medal Awards

Discover best strategic methods for adapting to new
health care models

Earn up to 31.5 CME, 27 RLI, 27.5 SAM (44+ SAM sessions) and 18 CAMPEP* credits
View the program and register today at acr.org/acr2015
* This educational activity is approved by the Commission on the Accreditation of Medical Physics Programs
(CAMPEP) for 18 Medical Physics Continuing Education Credits (MPCEC).
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• promotional banner-up
• attendee badge
• conference banner ad and
landing page development

• marketing brochure
• hot card
• banner ads

